Abstract It has been well recognized that, due to anisotropic packing structure of granular material, the true stress in a specimen is different from the applied stress. However, very few research efforts have been focused on quantifying the relationship between the true stress and applied stress. In this paper, we derive an explicit relationship among applied stress tensor, material-fabric tensor, and force-fabric tensor; and we propose a relationship between the true stress tensor and the applied stress tensor. The validity of this derived relationship is examined by using the discrete element simulation results for granular material under biaxial and triaxial loading conditions.
For granular material, as a discrete system, the applied stress transmits to the material in a form of force-chains through the particles of an assembly. The patterns of force-chains (force-fabric) vary with packing structures (material-fabric), and are important factors that govern the deformation behavior of the granular material.
To account for the effect of material-fabric, a concept of true stress can be utilized, which is a continuum analog of the force chains. Different from the applied stress, the true stress depends on the packing structure and directly governs the deformation and strength of the material. Therefore, the relationships among applied stress, true stress, material-fabric, and force-fabric are very useful for the development of a stress-strain model for granular material.
In the literature, there are many studies on the material-fabric and the force-fabric of a granular material. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] The concept of true stress has also been used for many years in the analysis of damaged brittle material. [12] [13] [14] However, very few efforts have been devoted to the use of true stress in modeling of granular material. In this paper, we derive an explicit form that relates stress, force-fabric and material-fabric under triaxial loading conditions, and suggest a formula for estimating true stress in granular material. The formula is then examined through discrete element simulation results for both biaxial and triaxial tests.
The material-fabric of a packing is characterized by the distribution of inter-particle contact orientations, which can be expressed by a harmonic Fourier expansion in a spherical coordinate system. The commonly used formula is a simplified form by truncating the Fourier expansion to include only up to second order terms ξ(θ, β) = 1 4π 1 + a 4 (3 cos 2θ + 1) + a) Corresponding author. Email: chang@ecs.umass.edu.
in which the angles θ and β are defined in Fig. 1 , a and b are two constants of the material-fabric. The distribution function is a probability density function, given by
The auxiliary local coordinate system at each contact consists of three orthogonal vectors n, s, t, which are defined as n = cos θi + sin θ cos βj + sin θ sin βk, s = sin θi − cos θ cos βj − sin β cos θk, t = sin βj − cos βk.
Equation (1) can be written alternatively as a Cartesian tensor equation
where D ij is termed as contact density vector component, defined as
Aside from the contact density tensor, another commonly used measure for material-fabric is termed fabric vector component, and defined as
In terms of integrate form, we can rewrite Eq. (6) as Using the density function defined in Eq. (1), the following expression can be derived
The pattern of contact force (or force-fabric) is characterized by the orientation distribution of the contact forces. There are three components of contact forces in the n, s, t directions. Distributions for the three force components, observed from the results of discrete element simulation, can be defined as follows
where the mean force and the force-fabric tensor respectively arē
The constants a n , b n , a s and a t define the distributions of force-fabric. For a two-dimensional condition, the distribution function for material-fabric and force-fabric can be reduced to the following form
f (θ) =f (1 + a n cos 2θ) , f t (θ) = −fa t sin 2θ. (13) The contact density tensor, force-fabric tensor, and material-fabric tensor are
The Cauchy stress tensor for granular material with volume V can be expressed as a summation of the dyadic product of force and branch vector components over all contacts in the volume
The branch vector component l c i is defined as the vector joining the centroids of two contact particles. By assuming spherical particles with average length of branch vector, expressing the force vector in terms of its three components, and substituting the forces with the force-fabric tensor expressions in Eq. (9), the following form can be obtained
where
where m v is the total number of contacts per volume. This relationship among stress tensor, material-fabric tensor and force-fabric tensor is applicable to any types of external leading conditions. The main assumptions are that the distribution of material-fabric and forcefabric can be approximated by the second order harmonic Fourier expansion as given in Eqs. (1) and (13), and the correlations between branch vector and force vector are neglected. Equation (16) is examined by discrete element simulation results for biaxial tests and triaxial tests. For a three-dimensional axisymmetric condition, b = 0 in the material-fabric tensor and b n = 0 in the force-fabric tensor. Using Eq. (16), the stress ratio can be expressed by the material-fabric and force-fabric constants, given by
For biaxial test conditions, using Eq. (16), the stress ratio can be expressed by the material-fabric and forcefabric constants, given by
this equation has the same form as that given in Rothenburg and Bathurst.
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A series of biaxial tests were performed on assemblage of discs using particle flow code in 2 dimensions (PFC2D). Dense sample consists of 4 610 frictional discs and loose sample 3 797 particles, both with uniform size distribution (0.075-0.1 m particle radii). The porosity in loose and dense sample is chosen as 0.17 and 0.30, respectively.
The density of discs is chosen to be 2 630 kg/m 3 , normal and tangential contact stiffness are both 100 MN/m, and the coefficient of friction is 0.5. Biaxial compression tests were carried out by isotropically compressing the specimen to 1.0 MPa, then keeping horizontal stress constant and applying a strain rate in the vertical direction.
The results for the initial isotropic stress state (see point A in Fig. 2 ) are plotted in Fig. 3(a) . The materialfabric is shown in Fig. 3(a1) , the normal contact force distribution is shown in Fig. 3(a2) , and the tangential contact force distribution is in Fig. 3(a3) . The results for the peak stress state (see point B in Fig. 2 ) are plotted in Fig. 3(b) . The material-fabric is shown in Fig. 3(b1) , the normal contact force distribution is in Fig. 3(b2) , and the tangential contact force distribution is in Fig. 3(b3) .
The evolution of material-fabric constants and force-fabric constants during the loading is shown in Fig. 4 for both dense and loose samples. The symbols represent the fabric constants at different loading states. The comparison of Eq. (18) with that obtained from the discrete element simulation is shown in Fig. 2 , which indicates a good agreement.
For triaxial test, the spherical particles were generated within a cylinder, consisting of 12 201 frictional spheres, with uniform size distribution of 0.075-0.1 m sphere radii. The density is 2 630 kg/m 3 , normal and tangential contact stiffness are both 100 MN/m and the coefficient of friction is 0.5. Triaxial compression tests were carried out by keeping radial stress constant and applying a strain rate in the other direction after isotropic compression of the specimen under 1.0 MPa.
The fabric plots for the peak stress state (see point A in Fig. 5 ) are shown in Fig. 6 . The material-fabric is in Fig. 6(a1) , the normal contact force distribution is in Fig. 6(a2) , and the tangential contact force distribution is in Fig. 6(a3) .
The evolution of the material-fabric and the forcefabric constants during loading are shown in Fig. 7 . The comparison of Eq. (17) and that obtained from discrete element simulation results is shown in Fig. 5 , which indicates that Eq. (17) is applicable to the triaxial loading conditions. The analyses discussed above demonstrate that the applied stress is partly carried by the anisotropic packing structure and partly carried by the frictional resistance capacity of the material. The second part of the stress is termed as true stress, which mobilize the frictional resistance of the material. Thus, the true stress governs the deformation and strength of the material. For Coulomb friction material, the mobilized friction angle by the true stress is given by
As the mobilized friction angle exceeds the friction capacity of the material, the material fails. The concept of true stress has been used for many years in the field of damage mechanics to model brittle materials with fractural damage.
12-14 However, very few efforts have been devoted to the use of true stress concept for modeling of granular material. Here, we propose a formula that shows the relationship between the true stress and the applied stress in the following form
where F ik is the material-fabric tensor component shown in Eq. (8) or in Eq. (14) . Using Eq. (20), the true stress ratio, the applied stress ratio, and the materialfabric ratio can be related by
Using Eq. (19), Eq. (21) can be rearranged to the following form
Triaxial or biaxial test results from discrete element simulation can be plotted as a curve in a plane of material-fabric ratio versus stress ratio. Any point on the curve corresponds to a stress state during the test. The slope of the line, connecting a point on the curve and the origin of the coordinate, is denoted as κ, which is related to the mobilized friction angle and true stress ratio.
For example, the results of biaxial tests in Fig. 2 are plotted in Fig. 8 . For the dense sample case, at peak stress point, the stress ratio is 2.5 (corresponding to a peak friction angle of 26
• ). The line connecting the peak point and the origin point has a slope κ 1 , which gives the true stress ratio 1.9 (corresponding to a mobilized friction angle of 20
• ). Thus, for the peak friction angle of 26
• , 20
• is carried by the material friction resistance, and 6
• is carried by the anisotropic packing structure. At the residual stress state, the applied stress ratio is 1.95 (corresponding to a friction angle of 21
• ). The true stress ratio at the residual state is 1.4 (corresponding to a mobilized friction angle of 10
• ). It is noted from Fig. 8 that, while the stress ratio decreases from peak to the residual stress state, the material-fabric ratio continues to increase slightly. Thus, the friction capacity due to the support of anisotropic packing structure is not decreased. On the other hand, the friction capacity due to the friction resistance of the material decreases from 20
• to 10
• caused by the process of dilation related reduction of granular interlocking. The overall friction angle reduces from 26
• (peak state) to 21
Similar behavior is also shown in the discrete element simulation results for triaxial case as given in Fig. 9 , the value of peak friction angle is 33
• , and the value of mobilized peak friction angle due to true stress is 25
• . This 8 • difference is supported by the anisotropic packing structure. At the residual state, the friction angle is about 30
• , and the mobilized friction angle due to true stress is 20
• . The reduction of material friction resistance from 25
• to 20
• is due to the reduction of granular interlocking.
An explicit expression is derived for the relationship among stress tensor, material-fabric tensor and forcefabric tensor in a triaxial test condition. The comparisons between the derived expression and the discrete element simulation results show a good agreement, which indicates that, the second-order approximations for the distributions of material-fabric and force-fabric are good assumptions. The proposed relationship between true stress and applied stress is examined using the discrete element simulation results to illustrate the influence of anisotropic packing structure on the overall friction capacity. The proposed relationship is potentially useful for further development in modeling of stress-strain behavior for granular material.
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